SHARE Talks Kraków 2019
A visionary approach to the Future of Architecture!
SHARE TALKS Kraków 2019, with the theme "The future of Architecture", will take place on
the 22nd of October at the Manggha Museum of Japanese Art and Technology, Kraków. This
edition is a closeup of the way architecture is evolving, and it brings lectures from an
international panel of speakers. The event is organized alongside The Faculty of Architecture
and Fine Arts, Andrzej Frycz Modrzewski Krakow University, with the support of IARP Kraków,
SARP Kraków, IARP Katowice and SARP Katowice.
Part of SHARE Architects 2019 European program, SHARE TALKS Kraków 2019 will feature
lectures from international speakers followed by debates on the theme "The Future of
Architecture". The event will also host the launch of the book "Designing the profile of the
future architect".
International Guest Speakers at SHARE Talks Kraków 2019
Anouk LEGENDRE, Partner XTU France
Located in Paris, France, XTU specializes primarily in academic and environmental research in
addition to residential and cultural buildings.
The portfolio of the firm displays several museum projects beginning with the Jeongkok
Museum in South Korea followed by the Museum of Civilizations on Reunion Island and the Cite
du Vin museum in Bordeaux. The firm was also responsible for the French Pavilion at the Milan
Expo in 2015. In these projects, XTU explores complex geometries with the integration of
parametric design. A free and organic approach encourages the use of a wooden structure
synchronized in 3D.

Davide MACULLO, Founder Davide Macullo Architects –Switzerland
For 20 years Davide Macullo was project architect in the atelier of Mario Botta with
responsibility for over 200 international projects worldwide. He opened his own atelier in 2000.
The work of the Studio has received awards, been published and exhibited widely both at home
and abroad; in Switzerland, Italy, France, Greece, Germany, Austria, Hungary, Slovenia, Turkey,
Russia, China, Korea, Australia, Argentina, Ireland, UK and in the US and has just published

SWISSMADEINITALY, which focuses on eight of its residential projects in Ticino. Davide has also
lectured on the work of the Studio at the Architektursalon in Munich, CAFA Beijing, Seoul
National University, IUAV Venice, Florence Kent University, the International Convention of
Architecture in Budapest and at the China Building Decoration Association.

Gideon MAASLAND, Director of MVRDV, The Netherlands
He leads MVRDV's department for large scale, complex buildings in the Netherlands and
abroad. As a Director, Maasland oversees all the projects in his Studio. With his hands-on work
method, he is directly involved in the construction of multiple projects, making sure that the
expectations for design are maintained until the building is complete. Currently, he coordinates
different Dutch projects: the construction of Valley, a 75.000 m2 multifunctional building in the
business district of Amsterdam, the construction of two Grotius towers, a 61.800 m2 residential
project in the Hague, and the transformation of Jaarbeurs in Utrecht, a trade fair of 170.000m2.
Besides this, Maasland is working on several projects in Eindhoven, Poland and the UK.

Dean LAH, Co-founder of Enota – Slovenia
Enota's team of architects focuses on research-driven design of the environment where the
study of contemporary social organizations and the use of new technologies are interwoven to
produce innovative and effective solutions. Enota's solutions are strongly influenced by
research, reinterpretation and development of social, organizational and design algorithms that
derive from nature. The result is always a strong binding of the buildings with the environment
that surrounds them. Recently, the Studio received the European Union Prize for Contemporary
Architecture Mies van der Rohe Award - nomination / Barcelona, Spain, 2019 (Termalija Family
Wellness) / Archilovers Best.

Book Launch "Designing the profile of the future architect" - a collection of thoughts,
interviews and manifestoes on architecture
"Designing the profile of the future architect" is the first editorial project initiated by SHARE
architects and it is a book that highlights 100 international contributions, texts and interviews
collected from guest speakers of the SHARE International Forum from the 10 countries where it
is held each year. The book will be presented by Architect Krzysztof INGARDEN, Chairman of
the conference, Dean of the Faculty of Architecture and Fine Arts, A. Frycz Modrzewski Krakow
University and President of INGARDEN & EWY ARCHITEKCI. The book reunites valuable
contributions of Polish architects such as: Andrezej Bulanda, Ewa KURYŁOWICZ, Krzysztof
INGARDEN, Oskar Grabczewski, Stanislav Denko, Tomasz Klimek.
Debate focus on “The Future of Architecture”
The presentations of the guests will be appointed with debate sessions on the theme “The
future of Architecture”. The discussion sessions will be moderated by Professor Architect
Wojciech KOSIŃSKI together with Krzysztof INGARDEN and highlighted by international
architects and important Polish architects: Ewa KURYŁOWICZ, General Designer & Vice
President Kuryłowicz & Associates, Artur JASIŃSKI, Principal Artur Jasiński and Partners, Piotr
LEWICKI, Co-founder and Partner Biuro Projektów Lewicki Łatak.

Registration for the event is now opened here - http://bit.ly/2kBfnDz, and the special Early Bird
offer is available until the 11th of October. Young architects and students, under 30, will benefit
from the Young Tickets offer that has been designed especially for them. More details can be
found on the official website of the event www.share-architects.com.
About SHARE architects
The SHARE Forum has created in the past 20 years an essential networking platform for
professionals in the AEC (architecture, engineering and constructions) industries from Central
and Eastern Europe. The forums create an efficient platform for getting in contact with and
understanding the diversity of the contemporary architectural phenomenon. Presently, the

SHARE events are held in 10 countries from Central and eastern Europe and the SHARE
Community has over 50.000 members worldwide.
Customer service, bookings and sponsorship opportunities please contact:
E: share@abplusevents.com
Follow us on:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/abplus/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ArchTradeEvents
Or visit our website: https://share-architects.com/share-krakow-2019-about/

